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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

  
 
New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

  
Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

  
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

  
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

  
 
 
 
Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

  
 
 
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
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2-24-2019 Waiting for the Trump-Kim Nobel Peace Prize For Ending the Korean
War. There is no oil in Korea, grin. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Why the Priesthood Needs 4 Wife's - Prince Trump-Salman! Ivanka
will say to dad maybe next time we will spend more time and money on the Rx Pink
Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte... Dad spent all his gas money on war not war
on cancer. Small Fry 2 will be the Title of Ivanka's book Steve Jobs will be on the
cover. 
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2-24-2019 Gas Station Owners in China; See the New World Order and War
Crime Orders. "China’s Entrepreneurs Are Wary of Its Future With No Gas
Stations... Jewish Sisters are driven by gasolines riches beyone belief for Mecca
$$$ Mecca has the trillions the Jews have lost for decades now thanks to China's
millions of gas stations!" 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Behind the scenes at 1984 HQ, Gas Station business Owners worry
that Beijing has become more interested in solidifying its control over people’s lives
than promoting Art of the Diagnosis in times of spray painted black clouds of diesel
in the traffic ahead. Gas Station Owners have been vaccinated by Xi, given
immunity from nerve gas in the air. Nerve of Xi and his gas station plagues for
money. $$$ By LI YUANA Antidote for a million gas stations in China was given to
Xi and he refused it, thanks to Prince Salman-Trump. Rx Pink Latte Recipes that
embrace the cure for Breast-Ovary cancer were rejected for gas stations. How
many Bone Saw's did Xi buy from Prince Salman-Trump? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Behind the scenes How Hollywood 'Desire' and 'Disney' sold China on a
million gas stations instead of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Mr. NYC Mayor, Where Did the Love Go for a better quality of life
than Qatar? It went with going along selling millions of gas stations to China along
with the birth defects and cancers from gasoline, a war crime by the Mayor of
NYC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Piercing Starlight from Alpha Centauri and Sirius has reached the Jews
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but not China; for Exodus! 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exodus; Off Earth “Today, Apple-Amazon is going to reinvent the War on Cancer,
win the Pentagons War's World Wide Won with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's
updated to 2019 Specs! 

  
 
 
 
The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri the nearest
stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius... 
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The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri the nearest
stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius... 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Waiting for the Trump-Kim Nobel Peace Prize For Ending the Korean
War. There is no oil in Korea, grin. 
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2-24-2019 Why the Priesthood Needs 4 Wife's - Prince Trump-Salman! Ivanka
will say to dad maybe next time we will spend more time and money on the Rx Pink
Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte... Dad spent all his gas money on war not war
on cancer. Small Fry 2 will be the Title of Ivanka's book Steve Jobs will be on the
cover. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 9.5 million dead from the lost war on cancer by these Doctors in 2019;
Doctors, hospitals, drug companies and insurers have a simple message: The
Affordable Care Act works reasonably well and should be improved, not repealed or
replaced with a big new public program... to win the war on cancer and disease. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Start counting on 4 Wife's do better than the Moslem Wife's, grin.
"Stop Counting Women Quotas and tallies won't bring real progress on gender
parity." By KATHERINE MANGU-WARD 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 iPhone iDash Cam iTickets iCop in your car, you are never pulled over.
Winners and losers with iPhone iDash cam in all cars and iPhone iCaller ID rap
sheet from the Police when she gets a call. "From Screen to Scorn: For Jussie
Smollett, a Life of Arts and Activism Is Upended. Given the actor’s long history in
show business and political causes, it is all the more baffling to friends that he
would risk so much." By JACK HEALY, MICHAEL COOPER, SERGE F. KOVALESKI
and ALYSSA SCHUKAR Con Men are a Plague and Cancer that will be wipped out
with iPhone iDash Cam's in all cars! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Henry the VIII and Prince Harry, Murdering the Wife Coming Home
from War's! Prince Salaman and 1,000 other Saudi Princes; scandalous story
censored by the NY Times and Washington Post. "Charles Dickens Tried to Banish
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His Wife to an Asylum, Letters Show" By PALKO KARASZ Letters revealed this
past week cast the episode in a new and cruel light. Dickens, they suggest, not
only sought to banish Catherine, his companion of two decades and the mother of
his 10 children, while pursuing an affair with a young actress, Ellen Ternan. He
also tried to have his wife imprisoned in an asylum. Letters held at Harvard.
Letters of Robert Kennedy Jr. in the murder of Mary Kennedy in the Kennedy Bar
will reveal he did hang Mary after he bought the Judge and took her 5 Kids.
Dickens, a celebrity in his own time, was careful of his image and legacy. Robert
Kenned Jr. and his heating oil scam instead of WindmillCAR's. A War Crime! ...he
burned the letters and papers of 20 years on a bonfire in his back yard...
thousands have burned in fiery wrecks and gasoline fires! Biographers continue
efforts to pierce the privacy of his life and his relationship with women, why did
he want Mary Kennedy dead? The circumstances will inspired fiction, biography and
a feature film, by Greg and Wife's in Key West. “The Invisible Woman,” starring
Felicity Jones as Ms. Ternan. Dickens fell out of love with his wife, Mr. Dutton
Cook wrote in a letter. “She had borne 10 children and had lost many of her good
looks, was growing old, in fact.” Mrs. Dickens herself rarely spoke of the
separation. Nearly a decade after her husband’s death she tells all in these
letters. NY Times needs to tell all on Salman, Kennedy, Biden, Harry! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 This is want the NY Times and Washington Post Censored from Prince
Salman, Prince Harry, Robert Kennedy Jr, Biden; “Reading the material was quite
difficult to be honest,” Professor Bowen wrote in a statement from the University
of York. “Dickens is a literary great who I have studied and admired for many
years but some of the letters made very uncomfortable reading.” 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Qatar Trump Casino life YouTube Videos... This is want the NY Times
and Washington Post Censored!! $$ 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 What does it mean to 4 billion people to be alone in the Universe
because of war's? "ISIS Cases Raise a Question: What Does It Mean to Be
Stateless?" By MEGAN SPECIA Megan Specia needs to open her article to the
Universe not just statless but alone in the Universe, term for this is... 
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2-24-2019 Saudi Arabia appointed a princess as its new ambassador to the United
States on Saturday, the first time the kingdom has named a woman to such a post.
Princess Reema bint Bandar bin Sultan. Princess Reema is the daughter of Prince
Bandar bin Sultan, a towering figure in Saudi diplomacy who served as the
kingdom’s ambassador to the United States from 1983 to 2005. He was so close
with the Bush family that he was often referred to as “Bandar Bush.” Princess
Reema spent many years in Washington while her father was ambassador and
graduated with a degree in museum studies from George Washington University.
Millions of Saudi Students at George Washington University! Quality of life for
USA students is a failure by the University top brass. $$$ Greed Plague's from
Saudi Arabia. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Sex in Saudi Arabia + Qatar, Not Florida Grin. "‘The Monsters Are
the Men’: Inside a Thriving Sex Trafficking Trade in Florida" By PATRICIA
MAZZEI Pat needs to take a NY Times sex vacation in Saudi Arabia then rewrite
her story. An Autograph Seeker, a Birthday Girl, a Hairdresser: Prosecutors Say
All Were Victims of a Saudi Prince. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 "Don’t Fight the Robots. Tax Them." By EDUARDO PORTER Unless you
are in Qatar then buy one for every citizen. if anyone in Qatar wrote this they
would be arrested for mental illness as you don't tax citizens of Qatar that is for
the USA promoted by the NY Times and Washington Post. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Mr. NYC Mayor, Where Did the Love Go for a better quality of life
than Qatar? It went with going along selling millions of gas stations to China along
with the birth defects and cancers from gasoline, a war crime by the Mayor of
NYC. 
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2-24-2019 Rx Perfume's; How to Choose the Right Perfume or Cologne for You
look up the Rx Recipe, grin. It's on 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects. Inventing
a Rx Perfume is easier than you think with 1 Click Amazon links. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Millions of Gas Stations and Millions of Cancer Deaths in 2019 and no
cure for either via 1984 HQ Top Brass. This has highlighted the anxiety of
established insurance companies UnitedHealth Care and pharmacy benefit managers
over newcomers to their territory. From start-ups to giant technology firms, the
new rivals threaten to unseat companies, like UnitedHealth, that have traditionally
dominated these markets. Amazon, which has made tentative forays into the
pharmacy business, has emerged as a particularly worrisome competitor in helping
to get the Rx Recipe for the Starbucks Latte that can cure Breast-Ovary cancer
in all stages in 8 days. A miracle cure the Priest and Pope France refused to order
as they are too hooked up on sex to invent anything. Unhappy customers — with
the status quo of keeping priest out of Prison. 1 million priest in prison would
change the status quo of the Catholic Church. Along with iPhone iPriest body cams
24/7. Grin. Greg in Key West, We wouldn’t exist unless there was a need to come
up with and find a new solution to the problems as Jews want to Exodus the Earth
for the Universe!” 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-24-2019 Invent a at home blood test for Sepsis as It's a Common Cause of
Hospital Deaths. If you are concerned a loved one may have sepsis, seek care
immediately, and ask the doctor, “Could it be sepsis?” By RONI CARYN RABIN 1
Click Amazon is coming soon as NYC headlines are over about HQ2. 
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2-23-2019 What to Do When a Doctor’s Visit Is To Dr. George Orwell MD. Woke
at 5 am must of had a fervor of 103 hot; got to sleep last night at 8 pm. Fatigued
biking to Storage and Starbucks at half speed on my Sun Trike. Feels like the Flu.
2 days sick. 11:25 am now will try to write for a couple hours this afternoon.
Ivanka wanted the Pink War on Breast-Ovary Cancer on every Campus of Every
University. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-23-2019 "Jewish Sisters + Saudi Sisters’ Plans to Escape to Australia Is Halted
in Hong Kong" "Jewish Sisters" plan on flying into Mecca with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Saudi Sisters’ Plans to Escape Saudi Men are driven by $777
Trillion in oil Revenues. Jewish Sisters are driven by this expensive war with Mecca
the Jews have been losing for decades." By TIFFANY MAY 

  
 
 
2-23-2019 Terrorism Watchdog Castigates Pakistan Over Aid to Militants Fueling
Bone Saw Culture of Prince Salman. In Karachi, five children from one family died
of food poisoning on Friday, the latest of several incidents causing an outcry over
lax enforcement of safety laws... lax food poisoning detection inventions. 
 
 
 
 
 
2-23-2019 In Latest Shift, Trump Agrees to Leave 400 Troops in Syria, 4 billion
Aliens are left on Alpha Centauri and Sirius by Trump. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-23-2019 The Power of a $15 Minimum Wage. A living wage is an Star Wars
WindmillCAR Times. "Jewish Sisters" plan on flying into Mecca with the 2019 Ford
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WindmillCAR's. Wage a War for more than $15 a hour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-23-2019 Qatar + Saudi Arabia Medicare for All in the USA, 200,000 patients
this year. USA Health Care and Insurance Industries Mobilize to Kill ‘Medicare for
All’ when there is $777 Trillion in oil revenues to pay for it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-22-2019 The Chinese authorities turned to a Massachusetts company and a
prominent Yale researcher as they built an enormous system of surveillance and
control via DNA Tracking. Birth Defects and childhood cancers have been caused
by Xi, who built millions of gas stations in times of WindmillCAR's. 'Good Enough
Life' without WindmillCAR's and millions of Gas Stations! For China Not the USA! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-22-2019 NY Times Fans of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, with their rich Yale, Harvard,
NYU NYC students so this article came from left field. "Yankees Fan Selling Gehrig
Items to Pay His Red Sox-Loving Grandkids’ College Costs" By COREY KILGANNON
"Trump wanted war in Venezuela because “they have all that oil” Ivanka wanted the
Pink War on Breast-Ovary Cancer on every Campus of Every University, so what
did she get from Yale, ROTC is back at Yale after being kicked off campus during
the Vietnam War which also lost the Pink War. Nearby Stars Alpha Centauri and
Sirius are threatening to end Oil Riches beyond belief for Bone Saw Prince who
never went to Yale Medical School. A Times Square Billboard Hits on Amazon 1
Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects making 400 Times faster than the speed
of light come alive as the next miracle invention for a Verizon Call to Jewish
Aliens. 'Good Enough Life' Alone in the Universe, Hell No! Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
with their rich Yale, Harvard, NYU NYC students is a good enough life in the USA
for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
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2-22-2019 Qatar Quality of Life for NYC Parking. iParking the City of NY finds
you a parking spot and there is no charge or parking tickets ever. "New York Says
It Will Crack Down on City Workers Abusing Parking Privileges" By WINNIE HU
China Quality of life with iParking run by Chinese authorities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-22-2019 The Auto Show of the Future Is Already Here At Alpha Centauri and
Sirius as live streaming video of the Show of the Future what's going on at the
Nearest Stars Show. This will be the Circus Greatest Show on Earth. Why is it
taking so long... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-22-2019 Amazon Studios sent an email to Aliens at Alpha Centauri and Sirius;
It's a Cold Rainy Day in NYC they can keep as a rainy day in the Keys is heart
warming. Buy a Movie Ticket to the Universe live streamed in the Movies. Live
Streaming Movies by Amazon Studios. "Wonder Wheel's" building the iPod Size GE
electric generator, building the Gravity Engine's Wonder Wheels! Inventing Wonder
Wheels at Amazon Studios. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-22-2019 Yale Key West Medical School's Medical School Professors Art of the
Diagnosis Headlines in the Yale paper. Yale students case histories in Art of the
Diagnosis. "Woman Dies After Eating at Michelin-Starred Restaurant in Spain" 30
Others sick from food poisoning, did the mushrooms do it we must wait. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-22-2019 "South Korea Awaits 2nd Kim-Trump Summit With Both Hope and Fear"
President Trump appears more interested, at least for now, in formally ending the
Korean War than in hammering out a road map to denuclearization. Denuclearization
of Los Alamos. Will Trump hire Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer and order Gina to hack 4
Trillion Rx Recipes for the Pink Rx Latte at Starbucks? Trump Medical School
Towers or Trump HS. 
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2-22-2019 "South Korea Awaits 2nd Kim-Trump Summit With Both Hope and Fear"
President Trump appears to be going for the Nobel Peace Prize not the Nobel in
Medicine for Sanctions on Tobacco! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' As a historic Vatican conference gets underway
today, a swirl of recent Nearby Stars Alpha Centauri and Sirius are threatening to
overshadow the agenda of a 'Alone in the Universe Pope Francis.' 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' Rx blindness cure recipe as to observing the Ford
WindmillCAR's on the Dealers Show Room floor, driven by a NYC Jew Hero into
Mecca and Manhattan for total victory over 9/11 masterminds in Saudi Arabia who
sold their Bone saws to Prince Salman. 

  
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' in Saudi Arabia $$$ FEMA Fraud and Bone Saw
Murders; NYC FEMA Fraud for gas cars not WindmillCAR's. Originally, the city in
2014 had sought more than $12.7 million from the federal government to replace
132 city-owned vehicles, but many of those vehicles were already inoperable
before Sandy, according to the complaint filed by the United States Attorney’s
Office in Manhattan against the city on Wednesday night. For example, the city
sought more than $3 million to replace seven paving trucks that, according to the
department’s own internal records, had been designated for salvage years before
the hurricane. Some of the paving machines had been sitting in a dump under a
highway since 2009 and were being scrapped for parts by vandals, the complaint
says. WindmillCAR's FEMA Fraud reported by the NY Times. 2009 and 2014
WindmillCAR's. 
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2-21-2019 NASA has the 'Good Enough Life' today and since the last shuttle.
There is no Exodus Idea at NASA for the 4 billion Jews at Alpha Centauri and
Sirius. NASA FEMA Fraud is FRAUD not ordering the Fleet of 100 Super Shuttles
from Prince Salman. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' without WindmillCAR's paving Exodus and a New
Universe! NYC Paving Trucks sitting in a dump under a highway since 2009 and were
being scrapped for parts by vandals. 2009 Prince and Kings from Saudi Arabia were
paving trillions of miles of desert from money NYC sent them. City officials either
knew the certifications were false or “made the certifications with reckless
disregard or willful blindness as to their truth or falsity.” 2009 Ford
WindmillCAR's, today the NYC Fraud is 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Damaged to
USA vehicles + people was compiled during the Bloomberg administration, but
submitted to the federal government in 2014 under Mayor Bill de Blasio. Bloomberg
made a Pirates Profit of $77 Trillion from 9/11 and $4 gas for decades. Reckless
disregard + willful blindness as to the Ford WindmillCAR's driven by a NYC Jew
Hero into Mecca and Manhattan for total victory over 9/11 masterminds in Saudi
Arabia instead FEMA money of $777 Trillion went to Prince and King Salman.
United States Attorney’s Office is conducting an investigation of how many Bone
Saws were used all these decades the Jew Hero was held as a POW by NYC
Officials. 'Good Enough Life' profiting from gas engine cars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 "Andrew McCabe claims Trump wanted war in Venezuela because “they
have all that oil” It’s a surprisingly overlooked passage of the former FBI acting
director’s new book." I think we all know this. What we want to know from the NY
Times is how could Trump start a war for oil? 'Good Enough Life' for Oil workers
and the jobless, had it all sprawled there together in Venezuelan. Elite Oil Men
Faking poverty on the Front page of the NY Times and Washington Post. OIL $$$
FRAUD. Venezuela under President Nicolás Maduro has set off a staggering exodus
to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Alpha Centauri, Sirius. Worlds Elite Oil Men I
am so far from home in the Universe 4.3 light years mind as well be 777 trillion
light years thanks to MIT and Trump boasting we can't go faster than the speed
of light... 
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2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' Seize $777 Trillion from Prince Salman, he just won
at the Supreme Court. Supreme Court Limits Police Powers to Seize Private
Property even if it was loot from gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba. "French,
British, American Oil Companies May Be Complicit' in Atrocities in South Sudan,
U.N. Panel Says" By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE Nick also faces war crimes trial at
the UN. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 Bangladesh Fire Tears Through Crowded Neighborhood, Killing 70. 70
Fiery Wrecks in the USA so far in 2019 and none made headlines in the NY Times
or Washington Post. ...gas cylinder, which many people use for cooking, started
the fire... ...gas tank on the Cop Car and SUV exploded! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 Alabama Woman Who Joined ISIS Can’t Return Home, U.S. Says. Oil
Men who joined the Qatar Trump Casino Can't Return to the USA after the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR breaks the Casino's Bank $$$ By RUKMINI CALLIMACHI and
ALAN YUHAS 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' USA + French, British Oil Men at the Qatar Trump
Casino all these years ISIS made Headlines! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 C.I.A. Handles 'Exodus War' Intrigue, Diesel vs Windmill Mercedes vs
Ford. Earth vs the Universe! Catholic Rapists Presented by Their Church as Men of
God. Prince Salman is Mecca's God on Earth with Bone Saws and trillions of
dollars, some Trillions given to the Vatican, Pakistan, India, China, Trump. An all-
male Saudi Arabia is the problem. All Male Pope's and Cardinals, Bishop's, Priest's
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is the problem. Intrigue of polygamous marriage 4 wife's can bring to the marriage
along with the Exodus Culture of 400 times faster than the speed of light in a
Verizon Cell Call to Jewish Aliens invented with 1 Click Amazon, iMac's and putting
Microsoft in the Public Domain! 'Good Enough Life' for Microsoft not going faster
than the speed of light. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' is Exodus and 400 Times faster than the speed of
light invention project. Another Manhattan Project not a Biden Moon Shot. As a
historic Vatican conference gets underway today, a swirl of recent Nearby Stars
Alpha Centauri and Sirius are threatening to overshadow the agenda of a 'Alone in
the Universe Pope Francis.' 400 Times the speed of light invention project is a way
out of a Tedious Earth ruled by a Pope into oil money donations. Tedious
brainstorming inventing the Gravity Engine is not a Pope Francis thing. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 20 Million felons with guns in the USA. Art of the Diagnosis by the NY
Times Journalists censored out the 2010 Ford WindmillCAR's and Trump Bone Saw
Culture. NY Times, A root cause of tragedies like Friday’s shooting, he added, is
that people prohibited from owning firearms were able to obtain them to begin
with. “If they hadn’t been allowed to get the guns in the first place, we wouldn’t
be talking about having to get someone to get the guns away from them,” he said.
Julie Bosman contributed reporting. By Richard A. Oppel Jr. The workplace
shooting in a Chicago suburb last week that left five people dead exposed the
failings of the system designed to keep guns away from convicted felons and others
deemed too dangerous to handle firearms. Gary Martin was a violent felon but
apparently did nothing to ensure that he surrendered the laser-sighted Smith &
Wesson handgun that he used to kill five co-workers in Aurora, Ill., on Friday. A
sign indicating a gun-free workplace at the Henry Pratt Company in Aurora, Ill.,
No Parking 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in Pratt Parking lots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-21-2019 NYC Fraud With 2020 in Sight, de Blasio Turns Against Amazon 1 Click
IP invention projects links to specs and Genius tutors to help you get starting
building the gravity engine... 
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2-21-2019 The Rise of the Inventing Class. The co-working giant’s real product
isn’t office space — it’s a new kind of “corporate culture of Starbucks with $12.5
million dollars worth of iMac's in every Pink Starbucks, Yes going public with Pink
Cure of Breast-Ovary cancer as a corporate culture wooing MD women into
Starbucks to Marry Men. A Better life to the cure for cancer and many diseases,
even the flu. Corporate culture $$$ of Microsoft needs to be put in the public
domain to get the cure for cancer + the Flu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks cost $7 Trillion dollars so Trump Tap's Other Military
Money for Wall Before Emergency Funds" By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Countries that Prince Mohammed is visiting this week — Pakistan, India
and China — have expressed no concerns over 700 Bone Saw Murders by Prince
Salman. Or The Bone Saw Murderer of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in India, go
unpunished. "Murders of Religious Minorities in India Go Unpunished, Report Finds"
By KAI SCHULTZ Pakistan, India and China masses all driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR would be a windfall for 3 billion at the expense of Prince Salman.
Steve Jobs Super Bowl commercial, Ford WindmillCAR's are driven by 3 billion
people on Earth today and many are RV Homes! Prince Salman welcomed him like a
hero, with a 21-gun salute and fighter jet escort. President Arif Alvi granted him
Pakistan’s highest award, and the head of the Senate gave him a gold-plated Bone
Saw. The Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Pakistan, India, China
was a POW in Key West. On Tuesday, Prince Mohammed traveled to India, where
he was welcomed with drumming and a bear hug from Prime Minister Narendra
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Modi. The Jew Hero sat in a Israel Jail for trying to drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. On Wednesday, Prince Mohammed is set to land in China for talks on
Thursday and Friday with President Xi Jinping and other officials. China is the
largest buyer of Saudi crude oil and has No 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

  
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Russian Children in Siberia out in the school playground notice all the
Snow is Black from Coal Exhaust the Journalists writes the parents think this
might be a health hazard for the children in the school playground. Putin's health
and wealth and keeping out of jail when everyone in Russian knows Black Snow at
the School Playground does cause birth defects and cancers in Russian Children in
Siberia and Moscow and for that matter Plains Georgia. "Russians, Feeling Poor and
Protesting Garbage, Suffer Winter Blues" By NEIL MACFARQUHAR 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 America’s U.N. Ambassador Post Is Empty. Is That a Problem; UN is
Empty to a One Day War with Saudi Arabia and the Bone Saw Princes. NYC Jews
are Full of the Hero Designation for Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into
Mecca and Manhattan up to the UN's front Door... This post is Empty at the UN
and a War Crime. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Canada faces 7 Wrongful death law suits;Seven children from a family
of Syrian refugees were killed early Tuesday in a fire that destroyed their home in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, the authorities and friends of the family said. Pictures of
the house posted online showed a gutted and blackened husk whose roof and second
floor appeared to have been destroyed. Fire Safety from Halifax, Nova Scotia fire
department was not part of the orientation from the Canada Government. A War
Crime along with fiery wrecks by Syrian Refugees not know better than to stop on
the side of the highway. 
 
 
iPhone Smoke Detectors have been stifled by Tim Cook. 
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2-20-2019 Countries that Prince Mohammed is visiting this week — Pakistan, India
and China — have expressed no concerns over 700 Bone Saw Murders by Prince
Salman. Or The Bone Saw Murderer of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in India, go
unpunished. "Murders of Religious Minorities in India Go Unpunished, Report Finds"
By KAI SCHULTZ Pakistan, India and China masses all driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR would be a windfall for 3 billion at the expense of Prince Salman.
Steve Jobs Super Bowl commercial, Ford WindmillCAR's are driven by 3 billion
people on Earth today and many are RV Homes! Prince Salman welcomed him like a
hero, with a 21-gun salute and fighter jet escort. President Arif Alvi granted him
Pakistan’s highest award, and the head of the Senate gave him a gold-plated Bone
Saw. The Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Pakistan, India, China
was a POW in Key West. On Tuesday, Prince Mohammed traveled to India, where
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he was welcomed with drumming and a bear hug from Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. The Jew Hero sat in a Israel Jail for trying to drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. On Wednesday, Prince Mohammed is set to land in China for talks on
Thursday and Friday with President Xi Jinping and other officials. China is the
largest buyer of Saudi crude oil and has No 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 "Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks cost $7 Trillion dollars so Trump Tap's
Other Military Money for Wall Before Emergency Funds" By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Polygamous Marriage; "The Catholic Church Is Breaking People’s
Hearts" Not having sex with 4 wife's with all the seduction before and after sex.
These sexless Pope's have cost Humanity of 4 billion people 'Miracle Cure's" by the
Priest and Bishops wife's. Pope's Wife's too. Church leaders face up to women
going to work for God. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 25 Trump Towers at the Yale Key West Medical School, and endless
Summers. Asics tower on Summer Street. The only hint of the company’s presence
from the outside is a ceiling light fixture in the spiral shape of the Asics logo
installed within view of passers-by. View of passers-by Breast with the tumor
coming through the skin, note we need a Rx Recipe Cure ASAP as this is the
Emergency not Trump's Wall in Mexico. "In a nod to the company’s Japanese
ownership, the office has a minimalist vibe. Walls are shaped by stacked, three-
dimensional undulating lines meant to evoke rake marks in the sand of a Zen
garden. Lighting is soothing in the employee break bar, which includes a living wall
that reinforces the connection to nature, a concept known as biophilia." Living Wall
of 1,001 Apple 6k monitors and Steve Jobs big screen monitors so you can view
the Rx Recipe's of 4 trillion drugs all trade secrets. Asics brainstorm with dry
erase paint on the white walls. Rx Recipes are brainstormed on Amazon 1 Click
links and IBM Summit super computers. Asics is teaming up with the building
manager, Oxford Properties Group, to open a small gym on the ground floor with
space for fitness classes. YKWMS has treadmill Desk at $4K each for everyone!
Monitoring your BP EEG EKG... target heart rate. Breast Cancer women sit
alongside whomever they need to be working with at any particular moment in
search of inspiration. Conventional corporations like I.B.M. and General Electric
adopt more collaborative work styles, and have done nothing to their thousands of
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women employees dead from Breast-Ovary Cancers as they work for the Military
MIT War Toys not Pink Latte at Starbucks costing $7 Trillion. iPod size GE
electric generator must have shocked the Hell out of GE and IBM. Micro Window
A/C the size of a Mac Book Pro you open and cool off at your desk. As for the
women in Boston you don't buy winter Office Clothes as the Mac Book Pro Space
heater is on your desk and at your feet. No need to plug in as they run on a
micro-GE electric generator. The space ship will also be “inspirational” in its
reflection of NASA @ Star Wars. The 25 Hospital Ships will be inspirational to
Navy MD's not Admirals on Oceans not the Universe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 “All raw materials — oil, gas, diamonds, timber — it all comes from
here and is sold abroad, while the profits go to Moscow,” said Yuri Dezhin, a 41-
year-old hunter living in a small trailer that protesters set up to monitor activity
on the landfill site. “We get nothing.” Qatar not Putin made everyone the richest
people in the world via Quality of Life. Russian Mom her teenage daughter died
within days from respiratory problems as there is no Dr. Lisa Sanders in Art of
the Diagnosis. Qatar Mom's sent their kids 200,000 of them to MD's in the USA
all paid for by the Qatar Prince. Putin could afford to send Russian kids 200,000
to MD's in the USA but refused as he didn't want to spend the Oil Revenues on
MD's. Or Marry a Russian MD woman. Russians to fight for decent wages for
doctors, pay Medical Students more than West Point Cadets as they are really
worth more in saving lives using their Bone Saws. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 "Russians to fight for decent wages for doctors, pay Medical Students
more than West Point Cadets as they are really worth more in saving lives using
their Bone Saws. Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia is visiting
Pakistan, India and China to cut up political and economic ties." By BEN HUBBARD
and JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ Jews at home reading this in the NY Times think of
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Drive into Mecca and Manhattan that would have cut
up Prince Salmans $777 Trillion dollars spending spree in Pakistan, India, and China
and bought MD Bone Saws for Medical Students world wide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Today Black Snow covered in Coal dust and Spray painted clouds of
Diesel in the traffic ahead is the cause of "The Disappeared Children of Israel."
"The Disappeared Children of Israel" - - "In the state of Israel’s early years, a
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number of parents in immigrant transit camps were told that their babies had died.
In recent years, DNA testing has proved that some of those children are still
alive. A younger generation is demanding answers." DNA testing has proved that
some children have died from spray painted clouds of Black Diesel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Microsoft Say's Put it in the Public Domain; this idea is increasingly
under threat.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Key West City officials on Tuesday morning issued a five-day
suspension to two downtown cosmetic shops that have paid repeated fines for city
code violations and have not invented any SUV #1000 sun screen protection from
skin cancer that plagues Jimmy Carter grandchildren today. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Priests in love with women; CBS News: Vatican Has Secret Guidelines
For Priests Who Father Children. Pope Francis has no Secret Guidelines for the
Bishops who are in love with women. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 The Skinny of it is there are no classes at the Hemingway House
Writing class in Key West or NYC today. "Layers of Knowledge at This Croissant
Class. The pastry chef Simon Herfray will hold three classes in East Harlem for
those who hope to master this French pastry at home." By FLORENCE FABRICANT
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Dr. Pandora’s Box MD the box of MD's not West Point Generals. What
was the reaction of West Point Cadets yesterday when they read Yale Key West
Medical School Students will be paid more than West Point Cadets because the
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MD's Bone Saw's save lives the Generals Bone Saws assassinate people world wide
today fighting over $777 Trillion in oil revenues. Another $777 Trillion... $$$. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri and Sirius and the Jewish Elite Have
the 'Good Enough Life' with Wars on Earth not Star Wars and Exodus. "Ideals of
greatness cut across the American political spectrum. Supporters of Lyndon
Johnson’s “Great Society” and believers in Ronald Reagan and Donald Trump’s “Make
America Great Again,” for instance, may find themselves at odds, but their
differences lie in the vision of what constitutes greatness, not whether greatness
itself is a worthy goal. In both cases — and in most any iteration of America’s idea
of itself — it is. The desire for greatness also unites the diverse philosophical
camps of Western ethics. Aristotle called for practicing the highest virtue. Athens
Elite have know about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and 12 Trillion Galaxies for
decades doing nothing but the "Good Enough Life" in Athens 2019. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 NASA has the 'Good Enough Life' today and since the last shuttle.
There is no Exodus Idea at NASA for the 4 billion Jews at Alpha Centauri and
Sirius. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 Paris Elite Today have the 'Good Enough Life' today with a few $
Trillion dollars in oil revenue from Africa. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-20-2019 "Cause of Crohn’s disease, Tobacco smokers are twice as likely to
develop Crohn's disease as nonsmokers!!!!! Five Things I Wish I’d Known Before My
Chronic Illness Finding out you have a chronic illness — one that will, by definition,
never go away — changes things, both for you and those you love." By Tessa Miller
"Remember The Number of Push-Ups You Can Do May Predict Your Heart’s Future.
Men who could get through 40 or more push-ups had 96 percent less risk of heart
problems in the next 10 years than those who quit at 10 or fewer." Buy that
Treadmill Desk for $4,000. Save $4,000 in Doctor bills. 'Good Enough Art of the
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Diagnosis' until Dr. Lisa Sanders is promoted to Publisher of the NY Times. Then
every story on My Chronic Illness with have a MD art of the Diagnosis by a MD
Publisher of the NY Times - Same for the Washington Post. Supreme Courts
Lawyers are all MD's too. Libel Rulings on Tobacco is just one case. We need to
know why Trump turned down a Nobel in Medicine refusing to put Sanctions on
Tobacco?? 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 16 States Sue to Stop Trump’s Use of Emergency Powers to Build
Millions of Gas Stations, 50 States and 4 Billion People Want to Stop Gas Engine
Cars. Sue for wrongful deaths of $777 Trillion dollars from the Oil-God's! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 In all Cars; iPhone iDash Cam iTickets... Apple is not ready for this
yet. Watch good Samaritans rescue woman from burning car after Garyville crash.
Four good Samaritans pulled a woman from a burning car after a suspected drunk
driver crashed into the rear of her vehicle in Garyville Monday morning. They will
sue Apple for no iDash Cams in Cars, no iCop's in cars... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 Oil War's; Mr. Trump warned Venezuelan soldiers to renounce loyalty
to President Nicolás Maduro or they will find “no oil money.” By ANNIE KARNI,
NICHOLAS CASEY and ANATOLY KURMANAEV 
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2-19-2019 Not likely; Even Without Amazon, Tech Could Keep Gaining Ground in
New York. No Way! There are 100's of protected islands off Key West the Fed's
would be willing to trade to 'Tech' for a gravity engine and Time, Gravity as God
Particles. And Exodus plans by the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Mecca and Manhattan. 
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 Russian Flag Flies at Alpha Centauri and Sirius decades after the
English Town Where Ex-Spy Was Poisoned playing spy games with the Ruling Class
British Oil Men... Poisoned by Alpha Centauri and Sirius Aliens we overheard
thanks to a 1 Click Amazon IP Invention project. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 Front Page Story about a hold up that is not a gas station, Why the
Hell would they write this... "A Model Detective. A Small-Time Thief. How 2 Lives
Collided in a Deadly Robbery in Queens." "Detective Brian Simonsen was killed in
“friendly fire” during a robbery. This is his story, and that of a petty criminal who
once wanted to be a police officer but is now charged with murder." By ALI
WATKINS and ALI WINSTON Watkins and Winston censored out the gas station
hold ups world wide. Bone Saw Culture World Wide. But recently, the police said,
he had started robbing cellphone stores. Gas Stations "nuisance" police have to
deal with in a Bone Saw Culture of Gas + Oil Money at the Top. For 11 chaotic
seconds, the police opened fire. Mr. Ransom and Detective Simonsen were both hit
in the police fusillade. Only one would survive the night. Prince Salman will not
survive for long. He will be beheaded or hanged by the UN in NYC. NYC cops will
help arrest Prince Salman as they are 'stained with gasoline' in fiery wrecks
writing tickets on the side of the highways. For so many decades of cell phone
store hold ups. Detective Simonsen, who had spent almost 19 years on the force,
in this time Bone Saw Torture and Murders became the law of the Oil Men's world,
world wide. Her made 569 arrests and brought more than 130 felony indictments
to the Queens. Prince Salman beheaded 700 people every year of these 19 years
and no cops on Earth could arrest the Prince. Detectives at the UN listen in on cell
calls from Kings + Prince's with no arrest. Waiting for the NYC cop! 
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2-19-2019 Kaiser Permanente’s New Medical School Will Waive Tuition for Its
First 5 years with just 48 students a year. Yale Key West Medical School will have
4,800 Students the first year and they will make more money than West Point
Cadets! Kaiser Permanente’s New Medical School Will by eliminating the financial
burden of a medical education, the school hopes that more students will choose
family medicine and other vital but lower-paid specialties. Yale Key West Medical
School will have Dr. Lisa Sanders as President and Art of the Diagnosis on
Homeland MD Security will have access to all this. Starting in 2020 all Senators
must have a MD degree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 Why Can’t Trump Build Anything? Better is Why Trump Can't Put
Sanctions on Tobacco? Tobacco is down and out in London and Paris yet will not die
though its 7 million cancer deaths in 2019 are not censored from the NY Times and
Washington Post. Easy Nobel in Medicine for Trump he could not pass up unless
someone else is running with the Tobacco and Oil Trillions of dollars. "Culture
Shock for French in Quebec: ‘We Smoke Cigarettes, They Smoke Pot’" They died a
tortured death from lung cancer... never realizing Trump could have saved their
life. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 Bone Saw Culture of Prince Salmon in Saudi Arabia Means Danger for
the Courts in Key West and the World Court. At Prince Salman's Trial all these
'Courts' will be changed into Star Wars and Exodus Courts. Diagnosis how Prince
Salman beheaded so many for so many Decades while 2 White Men at 1984 HQ did
the Math. "When Mohammed bin Salman, the crown prince of Saudi Arabia, arrived
in Pakistan on Sunday there was an air of celebration and no mention of murder. A
few journalists put up as their display picture on social media photographs of the
dissident Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi, who was killed in the Saudi consulate in
Istanbul in October. They got calls from their bosses to remove the shots, and
most of them did. Otherwise, our TV screens turned into a welcoming red carpet.
It was a unique visit, we were told again and again." God has blessed Saudi Arabia
with so many riches, thanks to Jimmy Carter. Prince Mohammed won over lots of
Pakistani hearts when, after a plea from Mr. Khan, he announced the release of
more than 2,000 Pakistani prisoners from Saudi jails. Nobody questioned the
merits of a justice system in which a prince can release thousands of prisoners
because he is in a good mood. How many can he jail when he is having a bad day?"
Jimmy Carter will not release Greg from POW status in Key West! 
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2-19-2019 "How Much Will Americans Sacrifice for Good Health Care?" Cheney
cut in front of the line for a heart transplant, so will Prince Salman and 1,001
other Princes around the world. None of the 700 beheaded in Mecca in 2019
donated their organs to NYC hospitals. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 12 Trillion Galaxies Gardens... in Athens. "Athens in Pieces: In
Aristotle’s Garden. It is unclear whether the Lyceum charged fees but, given its
vast wealth, it probably didn’t need to. Sounds a little like Harvard, doesn’t it?"
"Athens didn’t make the same mistake as Thebes and meekly submitted to the
Macedonian pike. It is in this context that Aristotle returned to the city at around
age 50. And he came back big time. Because of his metic status, Aristotle was not
allowed to buy property. So — as one does — he rented. He took over a gymnasium
site sacred to Apollo Lyceus (the wolf-god) and transformed it into the most
powerful and well-endowed school in the world." Yale Key West Medical School with
25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships. Few bigger than Navy Carriers, grin. He
received the sum of 800 talents from his presumably grateful former student,
Alexander, which was an enormous amount of money. (Consider that the Plato’s
Academy cost about 25-30 talents.) $777 Trillion from Prince Salman another
$777 Trillion from the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and even more from the Gravity
Engine. Exodus and listening to Jewish Aliens on Comcast and YouTube $$$.
Aristotle’s endowment allowed him to build a huge research and teaching facility
and amass the largest and most important library in the world. During the time of
Theophrastus, Aristotle’s successor as scholarch and clearly a very effective
college president, there were as many as 2,000 pupils at the Lyceum, some of
them sleeping in dormitories. The Lyceum was clearly the place to be, the
educational destination of choice for the elites. It is unclear whether the school
charged fees but, given its vast wealth, it probably didn’t need to. It sounds a
little like Harvard, doesn’t it? Aristotle withdrew to his late mother’s estate at
Chalcis on the island of Euboea and died there shortly after of an unspecified
illness, at age 63. Voltaire’s advice in “Candide” that “Il faut cultiver notre jardin”
(”It is necessary to look after our garden”) always struck me as ironic, flippant and
defeatist. But now I am not so sure. Perhaps there is a much closer relation
between gardens and philosophical thought than we might at first imagine. 12
Trillion Galaxies Gardens viewed on live streaming videos for the first time. Time +
Gravity alone with the Higgs Particle in this Universe Garden in Today's Athens. we
identified Time, Gravity, Higgs, Top Quarks, Charm Quarks, thyme, lavender,
abundant wildflowers, gigantic rosemary bushes, olive trees, cypress and possibly
oregano. A carpet of moss with varying shades of green was framed by the sandy
yellow footings of the ruins. The whole site suddenly seemed to be a garden, and
one could feel the proximity to the peak of Mount Lycabettus and outward to the
mountains that girdle Athens. There’s probably a moral in this, Garden of Time,
Gravity, Higgs Particles and thyme. Time for Exodus into light years @ 400 Times
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the speed of light. Let's do the math on 1 Click Amazon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 Deaths and Torture of Pink Vests Prompt French Oil Men's Soul-
Searching. By Monday, the affair had snowballed into another episode of anguished
national soul-searching over the problem of persistent No-Pink Breast Cancer Latte
Cure in Starbucks Paris, France. By ADAM NOSSITER French Oil Men Mobilized
for War's in All of Africa for their Oil and the Trillions in Revenue it brings to the
Elite in Paris. There is no Pink War Mobilization even though the Elite Oil Men have
$777 Trillion dollars. The Pink March, the accusations and counteraccusations, and
the insults themselves are a recurring feature of public life in France. Anti-
Semitism in France’s Muslim suburbs yet the Elite Oil Men in Paris don't let the
Jew Hero Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Muttering
about the “Rothschild bank” can frequently be heard at the edges of the
demonstrations, mixed in with expressions of hatred toward the president. Mr.
Macron was a banker at Rothschild and Company. But the invocation of Rothschild
has also become a kind of Bone Saw Prince Salman with $777 Trillion in African Oil
Revenues in the Bank is True! Grin! You are going to hell. God will punish you. God
and Jimmy Carter gave Prince Salman the $777 Trillion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 Vatican Hopes Meeting on Sex with 4 Wife's Will Be a Turning Point in
what is a 'Miracle' for Pope Francis. Francis is likely to be inspired by 4 Wife's
into spending time and money on things he has never done in his life for the good
of Humanity. 4 Wife's can inspire Miracles from God in Pope Francis the Priests
know this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 Number of Head on Collisions today are censored by the NY Times and
Washington post yet they write... "A Real Tube Carrying Dreams of 600-M.P.H.
Transit" By ERIC A. TAUB 
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Yes all 25 Hospital Ships of the Yale Key West Medical School will fish the Oceans!
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 The Caribbean island offers a trade of $777 Trillion Prince Salman has
for $777 Trillion fish in the Caribbean... grin! 
 
 
Rift between Time + Money in a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies... 
 
 
Oil Flows into the Ocean's via Gulf of Mexico Oil Rigs today, leaking millions of
gallons. 

  
 

 
 
Oil Flows into the Ocean's via Gulf of Mexico Oil Rigs today, leaking millions of
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gallons. 
  

 
 
 
 
2-19-2019 The Caribbean island offers a trade of $777 Trillion Prince Salman has
for $777 Trillion fish in the Caribbean... grin! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 Vets Really Are Baby Killers, not just in Vietnam but Today driving
huge Diesel Powered Trucks spray painting the air the baby breaths in and the Top
Brass keeps the Poison Particles in the air and in the Baby's DNA off the front
page of the NY Times and Washington Post. "Republicans Already Are Demonizing
Democrats, as Socialists and Baby Killers" By SHERYL STOLBERG Elite Jewish
Warriors have know about this 'Jewish Baby Killer" in the air for decades and
decades never thinking they would actually get charged with war crimes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 "Bill de Blasio: The Path Amazon Rejected" By BILL DE BLASIO Bill
and another white man at 1984 HQ rejected the 1980 to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
in the Path of Victory over Mecca and Money. Rejected NYC being richer than
Qatar. NYC Subway free and looking like a Palace worth trillions. Amazon on the
Path to 1 Click IP invention projects you can buy! "Just days before, I had
counseled a senior Amazon executive about how they could win over some of their
critics." 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click. Bill said Jeff Bezos — the richest
man in the world. No Way about 1,001 Prince's in Saudi Arabia and Qatar are the
richest in the world with $777 Trillion dollars in oil revenues censored by George
Orwell's Times. Bill said; "The city and state were holding up our end. And more
important, a sizable majority of New Yorkers were on board. Support for the new
headquarters was strongest in communities of color and among working people who
too often haven’t gotten the economic opportunity they deserved." These are the
same winners driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in our victory over Mecca and
Allah Bill. A WindmillCAR could’ve opened a path to the middle class for thousands
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of families was scuttled by Oil Men in Texas, Alaska, and a Prince in Saudi Arabia
and Trump Towers. "My fellow mayors across the country. We know the game is
rigged... and deadly with spray painted Black Clouds of Diesel and fiery wrecks the
Mayor's drive by without stopping to put out gas stations world wide, a WAR
CRIME!" In January, Microsoft pledged $500 million to combat the affordable
housing crisis in Seattle. Next January Microsoft will be put in the 'public domain'
so humanity can get the code for 1,001 IP invention projects just like the 4
Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets and needed for the Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks that cures all Breast-Ovary cancers in 8 Days in all Stages.
Oppenheimer would have gotten this Latte in 1947 if not fired by Generals! West
Point Medical School with 25 Trump Towers will change the Art of the Diagnosis
and give us the Gravity Engine along with Star Wars MRI's. Homeland MD Security
a new name and new Art of the Diagnosis for everyone in the USA and the
200,000 from Saudi Arabia at the Doctors Office today. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 Best Case Scenario the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Driven in London; "In a
worst-case scenario, BP Oil granted another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues the Bank
of England calculated in November that Brexit could shrink the economy by 8
percent and send house prices plunging by 30 percent. The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
worth $777 Trillion. London 'Serf's' windfall of $777 Trillion confiscated from
Prince Salman for War Crimes! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 Trump can win a Nobel Prize on his own for 'Sanctions' on Tobacco!
Unlike Jimmy Carter who's Nobel Peace Prize is a scam that gave Prince Salman
$777 Trillion from Miami, Cuba gas stations. Shinzo Abe Won’t Say if He
Nominated Trump for a Nobel Prize. Such an nomination would be in keeping with
the Japanese leader’s careful courting of the United States president. Critics said
it would be “shameful for Japan.” Oil Revenue War Crimes by Japan today will be a
lot more than shameful! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 India + Pakistan Ruling Caste fire bombed the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
again! "Kashmir Militants Strike Again, Killing at Least 4 Indian Soldiers in
Pulwama" after killing 44 last week. 
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2-18-2019 $777 trillion worth of Turm-oil... Memorial Sloan Kettering’s Season of
Turmoil! Bone Saw Conflicts of interest for 9 million with cancer and no cure only
Crude Oil. Oppenheimer has a good reason he was fired by thousands of West
Point Generals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 Star Wars Over the Counter updated - out with the old in with the
New Rx cough syrups, antibiotic cream with pain relief. "Evidence is sorely lacking
for the value of any over-the-counter remedy to treat most coughs." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 Verizon Cell unlimited and WiFi ready, Apple is not ready for this yet,
so that's not too much of a surprise! "TF Securities' Ming-Chi Kuo predicts Apple
will launch "three all-new design products," including a new MacBook Pro laptop with
either a 16-inch or 16.5-inch display, a new 31.6-inch 6k3k monitor and a Mac
Pro, according to the Feb. 17 note. Apple has already confirmed that it's building
a new Mac Pro desktop computer, so that's not too much of a surprise." iPhone
iDash Cam iTickets... Apple is not ready for this yet. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 Political, economic, bureaucratic, geographic and historic machinations
now at work will determine where the next giant telescope or next big particle
collider will be built. Laptop-toting physicists have been crisscrossing the oceans
between Japan, China and Europe, for the last decade trying to cajole colleagues
and their governments into pouring many billions of dollars into the future of
physics. By the time particles start zinging around any such machine, many of
these scientists will have retired. As Frederick Bordry, CERN’s director of
accelerators, said last year, I should have been spending Prince Salmans $777
Trillions of dollars not $777 Billion dollars on the gravity engine not smashing Top
Quarks for peanuts of Higgs. Jimmy Carter must be here! Jimmy Carter could of
been President at the time of the Gravity Engine invention. If not for Iran. 
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2-18-2019 As Frederick Bordry, CERN’s director of accelerators, said last year,
“I’m working for the Prince Salman who owns Lake Geneva and Geneva.” $777
Trillion is a lot of money that's why the Prince wants another $777 Trillion from
Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups. 

  
 
 
 
 
2-18-2019 Amazon's 1,001 ways to get 1 invention... coming soon as the Yale Key
West Medical School get's the Admirals Cut Bridge built at Margaritaville Resort. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 2019 Tax Return Question, does anyone in Saudi Arabia pay income
Tax? Hell No all taxes given to Saudi Arabia are from Gas Stations in Miami,
Cuba. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Filing Taxes on your iPhone, Amazon 1 Click for Filing Taxes has AI
and access to all your income and expenses. This is truly 1 Click @ Star Wars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Karl Marx’s Tomb in London Is Splashed With Red Paint, no Splashed
with Crude BP Oil and money is pasted on the Oil. Russian Oil + Russian Flag Is
Unfurled on Cathedral's in London. Residents See a Morbid Prank that gives birth
defects and cancers to those in London. This stunt came two weeks before the
anniversary of a Russian nerve-agent attack on a former spy in the English city. BP
Oil Nerve-Agents are a mass murderers plague on London today and Yes Orwell
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would write about it but couldn't get the Nobel Novel pass Observers at 1984 HQ.
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 1 million Land Minds in Yemen, 12 Trillion Galaxies in our New Universe!
In Hairan, Saudi-backed Yemeni soldiers showed off what they said were Houthi
land mines disguised as small boulders. The fake rocks are armed with motion
detectors that detonate the explosive when someone approaches. Key West Motion
Detectors on your Bike, Trike that call 911 as they are also armed with Motion
Detectors... well they would be for the bike thieves in Key West are more than a
million, grin. Orwell Lead Cops can't arrest even one Bike, Trike Thief in Key
West. Saudis + United Arab Emirates, have committed war crimes by conducting
airstrikes on Hospitals. Key West also on the Yale Key West Medical School with
25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships. “This is due to lack of capabilities,” Key
West + Yemen. Lack modern 'Mind' detectors such as 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects spelled out with specs and genius tutors. Starbucks
Yemen and Key West without the $12.5 million in iMac's in the Coffee Shop. Lack
of modern 'Mind' detectors is a mine field to Dr. Lisa Sanders in the Art of the
Diagnosis. Geneva UN employees must have gotten the wrong diagnosis for decades
same as Key West residents. From a dislocated shoulder to triple bypass. Bypassed
today is the gravity engine and Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Million
mines there in Yemen and a million breast-ovary cancer dead in the USA the last
decades without the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Exodus to Invention Madness!
Dynasafe, which had brought in experienced specialists from around the world. No
not for Pink Cancers but mine's not Minds of famous British-American inventors no
one can think of in their minds reading this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 With Trump’s Tough Deterrents, Many Universe Exodus Seekers are
Giving Up at NASA and Jew Hero HQ. Nation of Jews are all POW's via Jewish
Ruling Class instigating a War with Iran not a Exodus War Mobilization that will
bankrupt Mecca + Iran. Trump’s Attempt to Circumvent Alpha Centauri and Sirius;
how far into uncharted nearest Stars can we expose the Crimes against the
Universe? American Volunteers Fighting ISIS in Syria Worry About a U.S. Pullout,
not what is out there in 12 Trillion Galaxies. Risking Hell for money by those who's
Dark Matter has not been exposed as Scam News. NASA is not published in Arabic
for Saudi Arabia. 
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2-17-2019 U.S. Military Starts Flying Aid for Venezuela to Colombia when the
Generals following orders know Venezuela has $777 Trillion in oil revenues... Critics
of letting them get another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues are stopped by land
minds!! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Rejection of Amazon. Rejection of a MD Wife. Vegas is your City or
Yale Key West Medical School is your City. The Least Vegas Neighborhood in
Vegas. The most Yale Medical School City should be New Haven not Boston. 10K
medical school students on the New Duval Mall replacing alcoholics and obese
Restaurant addicts. Journalists Mandy Miles in Key West tops off Trump at 273
lbs. Will the Yale Key West Medical School Students arrive in Key West in Time
for Mandy Miles triple bypass and diabetic one leg Pirate Fantasy Fest? "A Man
Discovers He Has a Disease Most People Thought No Longer Existed" By LISA
SANDERS, M.D. Alcoholism will no longer exist in the USA when the 2019 Ford
WindmillCar is driven to the Yale Key West Medical School. Well when it's driven
to New Haven + Boston. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Rejection of Amazon's 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with
specs and genius tutors to help you get started inventing! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 What are India's options against Pakistan after Kashmir attack?
Decades of Kashmire attacks and the highest Caste still drives the gas engine cars
from England not the 2019 Ford WindmllCAR's from the USA. India Options
against the Ruling Class Defy the Oxford Class in London fueling India with Oil and
Gas in the Age of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. A war crime all the world knows
about but can do nothing about. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Perversions of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ go to 'Stomp' on your
soul and Universe. ‘Stomp’ Turns 25. Here Are 10 Things You Didn’t Know. There’s
more to the show than banging on a can. Ask George Lucas, Hillary Clinton — and
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the performer who’s been doing it for 20 years. Perverted 10 invention projects
you should have been brainstorming the last 25 years. Perverts have immunity
today. Why would the ruling class buy into these perversions? 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Remember Lee Radziwill Jackie Kennedy's sister drove a gas engine car
into Death. Her road is paved with Oil on Earth in a Universe we know nothing
about. Her stats as in the ruling class who gave us 'Animal Farm' and destroyed
the WindmillCAR for the mass of humanity yet the NY Times is 'Remembering Lee
Radziwill' without her buying the most expensive Ford WindmillCAR for Kennedy's!
Wellness diagnosis to the Rich + Famous points to Bone Saw Doctors who are not
really MD's but a Prince in Saudi Arabia who lives next door to Lee Radziwill and
the NY Times Editors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Men Who Can Do More Than 40 Push-Ups Far Less Likely To Develop
Heart Disease. A new study finds that men who can perform at least 40 push-ups
in one attempt are much less likely to suffer from heart disease and other
dangerous ... Invent a 1 Click Amazon link or iPhone App to get you started doing
1 Push-Up going for 40. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Trump Declares a Star War's Invention Emergency; "You’re Addicted
to Plastic. Can You Go Cold Turkey?" "9 Ways to Cut Down on Plastic" by the NY
Times Greg turns into 9 ways to invent plastics. First think of all the new ways
Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts could use plastics then advance to Whole Foods. You
just invented Star Wars Plastics, Ha! All Microwavable of course. Bread in a
Plastic Container right into the microwave. What else? Plastic plywood and 2x4's.
Concrete Blocks made of Plastic. Roof. Sink. Bike and Car Tires. iPhone. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Warrior Medical Emergency; Dr. Sarah Huckabee Sanders MD boss of
the White House Admiral MD's. Can you listen to her conversation of what she
diagnosed in their Warrior's Brain Cancer that counter attacks the cure of Breast-
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Ovary Cancers. 
  

 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; Monica Witt, a former U.S. Air
Force intelligence specialist. West Point Academy and Generals are not Soul-Mates
of Humanity. “At some point, she took an ideological left turn to become aligned
with the Persians.” Monica Witt, a former U.S. Air Force intelligence specialist not
a MD wanting to cure breast cancer. Dr. MD turned to become aligned with Rx
Pink Recipe to cure Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure hacking 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes all trade secrets not AF intelligence secrets but the cure for breast
cancer. Has Greg turned any George Orwell women to become MD's instead of
Generals and Admirals to cure Breast-Ovary Cancers? Ms. Witt, who was born in
El Paso, enlisted in the Air Force and entered active duty about eight months after
her 18th birthday, in 1997, just after the death of her mother. Slender, with
straight brown hair, she was quickly assigned to the crew of an RC-135 spy plane
— a jet packed with reconnaissance equipment. Assigned to the Yale Key West
Medical School and the Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD Los Alamos Breast Cancer
Manhattan Project. She first deployed to the Middle East in 2002, when she was
sent to Saudi Arabia. Does Gina have video of her in Saudi Arabia? She began a
roughly seven-month tour in Qatar. “She would talk about how she couldn’t sleep at
night, the stuff she saw and was a part of,” said Mr. Ellis. Ms. Witt, he
remembered, would mention drone strikes, extrajudicial killings and atrocities
against children, all of which she claimed her colleagues in the military would brag
about. She seemed distressed by what she called “gross incompetence” by her
superiors during her time abroad. Upon her return to Washington, she delivered
her capstone presentation before a panel of professors. Panel of Yale Key West
Medical School professors out of work here since 2011 when Greg flew into Key
West with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Mike Gravel, a former Democratic senator
from Alaska who attended the conference and himself met three times with Iranian
intelligence officials. Alaska's $777 Trillion in oil revenues and spray painted black
clouds of diesel in the traffic ahead. Ms. Witt did not make much of an impression
on some others who met her in Iran. Impression on the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
who have driven by fiery wrecks world wide without stopping to end gas stations on
Earth driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca + Manhattan. Windfall of
100's of Trillions for Manhattan not Mecca and they still would not Drive the
WindmillCAR. A War Crime! In the months after the 2013 conference, Ms. Witt
was in close touch with Ms. Hashemi as she traveled to Afghanistan and elsewhere,
while she struggled to get a visa to return to Iran. Finally, on Aug. 28, when the
visa came through, Ms. Witt sent a message with a smiley-face emoji to Ms.
Hashemi, just as she was preparing to fly to Tehran. “I’m signing off and heading
out!” she wrote. “Coming home.” Follow Alan Blinder, Julie Turkewitz, Adam
Goldman on Twitter: @alanblinder; @JulieTurkewitz; @adamgoldmanNYT. Home @
the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships all
paid for by money from Prince + King Salman they got from Miami, Cuba gas
station hold ups. Mar-a-Lago Medical School with another 25 Trump Towers.
Trump will donate his brain to Einstein Medical School. Monica Witt, a former U.S.
Air Force intelligence specialist not a MD, why? 
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2-17-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; and Provokes a Constitutional
Clash, decision incited Ford at the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR HQ in a Federal
Protected Island off Key West. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Inciting Prince Salman at Vail or Aspen which ever home he is in today.
Lauren Lovette to Be Artist in Residence at Vail + Aspen. Inventors in Residences
at Vail + Aspen working on getting the Jew Hero a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to drive
into Vail + Aspen. NY Times and Washington Post Editors know or have seen Prince
Salmans homes in Vail + Aspen without reporting this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-17-2019 Why have a Public Library that is not a Starbucks. $12.5 million
dollars worth of iMac's in Starbucks all waterproof and crumb resistant, grin! 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Trump’s Emergency Declaration Is the First Since 9/11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; CIA told him Kim and Putin are
working to invent the Gravity Engine! 
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2-16-2019 Pope Francis Declares a World-Wide Emergency; Gas Oil Money and he
Pope Francis Defrocks Theodore McCarrick, Ex-Cardinal Accused of Sexual Abuse.
The move by Pope Francis, announced by the Holy See on Saturday, was the first
time a cardinal or bishop in the United States has been laicized when there should
be 10's of thousands of Defrocked Priest + Bishop's just in the USA let alone
World Wide, millions! FBI Crimes Against Children have not been doing their job
for decades and decades because of Oil Money in the Trillions of dollars $$$. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Hospital Ship Emergency; 'America's first millennial submarine' is also
its deadliest hunter-killer ever — step inside the USS South Dakota. Dakota was
built by the shipbuilder General Dynamics Electric Boat, whose workforce is more
than half millennial and should have been driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCar not a
Nuke sub. Navy Top Brass bombing Hospital Ships by building the USS South
Dakota. $$$. Laying down mines, the South Dakota not Einstein AI Minds to sail
the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. Rear Adm. Leonard C. Dollaga, commander of
the Undersea Warfighting Development Center said he sunk the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's and Yale Key West Hospital Ships. Sonar or radar ping can reveal a
sub's location, so the ships need to sit and listen quietly to safely line up a kill.
Jewish Aliens were killed by this Admiral. "60 Minutes" at CERN on Time is a God
Particle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Warrior Medical Emergency; Dr. Sarah Huckabee Sanders MD boss of
the White House Admiral MD's. Can you listen to her conversation of what she
diagnosed in their Warrior's Brain Cancer that counter attacks the cure of Breast-
Ovary Cancers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; and Provokes a Constitutional
Clash, decision incited Ford at the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR HQ in a Federal
Protected Island off Key West. 
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2-16-2019 Inciting Prince Salman at Vail or Aspen which ever home he is in today.
Lauren Lovette to Be Artist in Residence at Vail + Aspen. Inventors in Residences
at Vail + Aspen working on getting the Jew Hero a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to drive
into Vail + Aspen. NY Times and Washington Post Editors know or have seen Prince
Salmans homes in Vail + Aspen without reporting this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Trump’s Emergency Declaration Is the First Since 9/11 to Authorize
Military Action. Here’s how President Trump’s border wall fits on the list of
emergency declarations. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; violation of a presidential self-
restraint. 1984 Society barred the NY Times and Washington Post from front page
specs on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's superconductive super cold -254 C electric
turbine generators putting out trillions of volts and amps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Trump’s Rationale for a National Emergency Is Based on Bone Saw
Culture of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Emirates, Kuwait, Baghdad Oil revenues of $300
million a week when every Starbucks world wide needs $12.5 million for iMac's at
every table. Dangerous to say the least about 12 Trillion Galaxies when you don't
even know how gravity and time are generated. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; Mr. Martin had worked at the
Henry Pratt Company’s industrial warehouse where valves and control devices used
in water and power systems are designed for about 20 years before he was let go
two weeks ago. The police said they believed that Mr. Martin had lost his job even


